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ABSTRACT
Melanoma is an increasingly pervasive form of malignant skin cancer. Cases of cutaneous melanoma are on the rise across ages and global populations, with incidence increasing significantly for both men and women. Accordingly, the identification of modifiable behaviors is of paramount concern. Previous reviews have focused on specific risk factors (e.g. UVR, pollution, diet, hormonal supplementation) to the near exclusion of other contributory factors. This review strives to report an inclusive range of exogenous variables linked to cutaneous melanoma incidence. In this review, we examine the various contributions of exogenous factors linked to the induction of cutaneous melanoma. Factors for consideration include but are not limited to: long-wave Ultraviolet A (UVA), short-wave Ultraviolet B (UVB), hormonal supplementation, diet, smoking, alcohol, vitamin supplementation, ionizing radiation, pollution, and chemical exposure.

INTRODUCTION
Melanoma is an increasingly pervasive form of malignant skin cancer. Cases of cutaneous melanoma are on the rise across ages and global populations, with incidence increasing 1.6% and 1.5% per annum for men and women respectively — the single largest increase in “common cancers” among men, and the next leading malignancy among women.¹ Accordingly, the identification of modifiable behaviors is of paramount concern. Previous reviews have focused on specific risk factors (e.g. UVR, pollution, diet, hormonal supplementation) to the near exclusion of other contributory factors. This review strives to report an inclusive range of exogenous variables linked to cutaneous melanoma incidence. In this review, we examine the various contributions of exogenous factors linked to the induction of cutaneous melanoma. Factors for consideration include but are not limited to: long-wave Ultraviolet A (UVA), short-wave Ultraviolet B (UVB), hormonal supplementation, diet, smoking, alcohol, vitamin supplementation, ionizing radiation, pollution, and chemical exposure.
Scope & Frame
Broadly, ultraviolet radiation (UVR) can be defined as wavelengths nested between those of the visible and the x-ray on the spectrum of electromagnetic radiation. UVR can be segmented into three distinct subtypes: Ultraviolet A, Ultraviolet B, and Ultraviolet-C. As each wavelength passes through our atmosphere, it is absorbed to varying degrees by extent ozone. While ozone is near impenetrable to UVC and, to a lesser extent UVB, it is notably porous with respect to UVA. As such, our analysis will focus on UVR subtypes that are likely to be encountered and, hence, contributory. Thus, what we refer to as UVR will denote the mutual contribution of UVA & UVB.

UVR has long been implicated in melanomagenesis. It has been estimated that UVR exposure alone can account for ~60-70% of all cases of cutaneous melanoma. UVR exposure is considered the predominant exogenous driver of all cutaneous melanoma cases. However, the role of UVR in the induction of cutaneous melanoma is less apparent.

UVR's role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma pervades academic journals. These views have evolved over the course of decades. Research spanning the early 1970s to late 1980s would attribute cutaneous melanoma cases to periods of intense exposure to UVB radiation. Similarly, UVA was considered an insufficient means of induction because it was unable to directly alter DNA and generate mutagenic species thought necessary to the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma. Discussion in the following decades (1990s-present) would both confirm and reject previous hypotheses regarding the role of UVR in melanomagenesis. Though UVB was confirmed as a possible exogenous driver of cutaneous melanoma, UVA emerged as an additional exogenous factor for consideration.

UVB
UVB’s role in melanomagenesis is seldom disputed. Though UVB is estimated to account for less than 5% of all solar radiation, it’s role in the induction of cutaneous melanoma is pronounced. UVB has been shown to induce DNA lesions directly via cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and photoproducts (6-4 PPs) in addition to immunosuppression mechanisms. Evidence suggests that UVB is more likely absorbed in the basal layer of the epidermis through the stratum corneum, while UVA penetrates further into dermal layers (e.g. stroma). UVB is uniquely implicated in direct mutagenesis involved in cutaneous melanoma via C > T base changes following photochemical reaction.

Animal and fish models which incorporate UVB mimics find that UVB exposure can induce cutaneous melanoma. Prenatal exposure to UVB photo-mimics in animal models were originally considered necessary in the induction of cutaneous melanoma. Modern research has found that induction of cutaneous melanoma via UVB sources can take place even after adolescence. While UVB is a likely motivator in melanomagenesis, there remain questions as to the precise mechanisms which initiate conversion of at risk cells. For instance, authors have noted that although UVB can alter DNA directly through CPDs, DNA modification often occurs at the 3’end of the strand. Such unexpected outcomes
may warrant additional exploration into the particular pathways implicated in cutaneous melanoma induction.

UVB is a popular explanatory mechanism for increased relative risk for cutaneous melanoma following acute sunburns. It is suggested that while cutaneous melanoma risk is modestly associated with cumulative solar exposure and sun burn jointly, the risk conferred by multiple sunburns, or periods of high intermittent UV exposure, especially in youth, are significant risk factors, with risk increasing as the quantity of lifetime sunburns increases.\textsuperscript{14,15} Per meta-analysis performed by Dennis et al. (N = 104 studies) sunburn exposure significantly increased a subject’s overall risk (OR) of cutaneous melanoma — OR was further stratified by age (Childhood = 1.8, OR Adolescence = 1.7, OR Adulthood = 1.5) with the youngest populations afflicted with the highest overall risk following sunburn.\textsuperscript{15} There is some evidence to suggest that senescent populations face outsized sunburn risk.\textsuperscript{16} While UVB is an impressive catalyst in cutaneous melanoma induction, UVA’s acute role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma renders it difficult to disentangle one form of UVR from another as a causal variable in the aftermath of acute sun-exposure. Furthermore, it is estimated that direct DNA damage-induced cutaneous melanoma can only account for $X < 8\%$ of all cutaneous melanoma cases; 92% is attributed to indirect DNA damage.\textsuperscript{17}

**UVA**

Initially, multiple models disputed the role of UVA in the induction of cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{18} UVA radiation was considered insufficient in order to alter DNA bases via cyclobutane pyrimidine dimers (CPDs) and 6-4 photoproducts.\textsuperscript{9,13,18} Transgenic mouse models, the American opossum, and the xiphophorus-fish were recruited in support of this hypothesis.\textsuperscript{10,19-20} Later findings would dispute these results, demonstrating the ability of UVA to initiate cutaneous melanoma in multiple animal models via oxidative stress.\textsuperscript{9} UVA is thought to induce cutaneous melanoma indirectly through reactive oxygen species (ROS) and immunosuppression.\textsuperscript{21-23} In particular, it has been proposed that melanin acts as the key photosensitizer in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma via ROS.\textsuperscript{18}

UVA’s role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma appears infrequently contested in modern literature. Current estimates suggest that relative abundance and penetration of UVA is $\sim 20\times$ and $\sim 90\times$ greater than UVB in both atmospheric abundance and penetrative capacity respectively.\textsuperscript{24} And, while UVB may directly influence DNA mutagenesis, it is unable to penetrate deep dermal layers, beyond the \textit{stratum corneum}. UVA, however, can penetrate well into the upper layers of the dermis/epidermis (beyond 100 $\mu m$) interacting with key target cells, including melanocytes.\textsuperscript{18} Accordingly, increased nevus count is associated with UVA exposure.\textsuperscript{25} UVA’s ability to generate cutaneous melanoma indirectly through ROS was proposed as explanatory in the Sunscreen Paradox (SP).

The Sunscreen Paradox (SP) refers to findings at the turn of the millennium whereby it was observed that sunscreen use was positively associated with cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{14,26} In recent years, the SP phenomenon has simmered with findings pointing to an agnostic link between prophylactic use of broad spectrum SPF and incidence of cutaneous melanoma. A particularly vivid meta-analysis illustrates precipitously declining relative-risk (RR) values — or the risk differential between exposed or unexposed groups — over the last two decades vis-a-vis the SP.
phenomenon.\textsuperscript{27} We agree with previous authors and propose that abatement of SP is resultant from the adoption of higher SPF, broad-spectrum sunblocks that target UVA/UVB in tandem. While early sunblocks focused on prevention of acute sunburn (conventionally associated with UVB) modern broad-spectrum composites target both UVA & UVB.\textsuperscript{18, 27} It should be noted that other reviews have proposed alternative explanations for the SP phenomenon, including increased ROS production owing to radical-producing interactions between metal oxides in sunscreen and UVA/UVB. Authors remark that although sunscreen is marketed as a benign prophylactic, it is unable to dissipate excitation.\textsuperscript{28} Thus, subcutaneous sunscreen may magnify the impact of UVR on target cells. The SP is a significant phenomenon that merits further attention. This review briefly discusses its occurrence to evidence the role of UVR as an exogenous driver of cutaneous melanoma.

Evidence for the unique role of UVA in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma is not isolated to the SP phenomenon. Further support for its paramount role in melanomagenesis can be found in epidemiologic data concerning the rise of popular indoor tanning devices (ITDs), or artificial sources of UVA induced radiation therapy for cosmetic enhancement of pigmentation. Indoor tanning devices rose to prominence in the early 1980s and 1990s. Concomitant with their rise were higher incidences of both cutaneous melanoma and non-melanoma skin cancer (NMSC), though paradoxically no increase in skin-cancer related mortality was observed.\textsuperscript{29} Several papers have attempted to explain this apparent paradox, with one proposing the existence of separate species of cutaneous melanoma — superficial spreading types chiefly resultant from extreme UVA exposure to melanocytes in adolescence and adulthood and more invasive types that arise from UVB exposure to melanocytes altered in adolescence and early adulthood.\textsuperscript{29} Epidemiologic data marshalled in support of this hypothesis has failed to reject such findings.\textsuperscript{30, 31}

Indoor tanning devices, such as tanning beds, are significantly associated with cutaneous melanoma, especially if used before the age of 35.\textsuperscript{32, 33} Moreover, RR associated with cutaneous melanoma induction appears dose-dependent, with the RR associated with cutaneous melanoma increasing by as much as 3.8% per tanning session.\textsuperscript{34} It is estimated that sunbeds deliver as much as 5-15x UVA doses than that delivered by “midday sun” in the Mediterranean (31° - 40° latitude).\textsuperscript{29} ITDs appear strongly associated with cutaneous melanoma incidence. Multiple findings document significantly increased cutaneous melanoma risk following use of ITD facilities.\textsuperscript{35} Incidence rates of cutaneous melanoma following the introduction of ITDs and facilities presage increased rates of cutaneous melanoma diagnosis. Extent evidence suggests that ITDs are a powerful exogenous driver of cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{36} Thus, UVA’s performance in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma may be considered both relevant and significant.

A final insight concerning UVA’s distinct role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma can be found in the asymmetric lateral distribution of cutaneous melanoma and Merkel Cell Carcinoma (MCC). It is reported that the typical “driver windshield” is unable to efficiently block longer wavelengths such as UVA, though UVR shielding varies between front, rear, and driver’s side windshields.\textsuperscript{37} The latter being the most porous with respect to UVA, estimated to allow up to 30% of emitted UVA through its
Glass is able to effectively shield from shorter wavelength sources of radiation such as UVB, but not UVA. Anecdotally, it has been observed that truck driver's (transportation carriers more generally) may be at higher risk for cutaneous melanoma. The subject, though of clinical interest, represents a lacuna in the current literature. A recent study by Paulson, Iyer, et al. demonstrated a marked difference in the lateral distribution of malignant melanoma (MM) and MCC. MMs and CCs were more likely to appear on the driver's left (53% v. 47%). Left-side bias was highly significant. It should be noted that UV exposure on the left-side of the driver's face is estimated at 20x in comparison to right-sided facial exposure of the driver. Further inquiry into the matter appears prudent.

**UVR Confounding**

UVR's collective role as an exogenous driver of melanoma is manifest, though perhaps not definitive. For instance, while UVR can be causally associated with induction of cutaneous melanoma, there likely exist endogenous genetic interplays that moderate its influence. A variety of loci have been found that significantly increased cutaneous melanoma risk, independent of solar exposure. CDKN2A, M1CR, NRAS and BRAF are perhaps the most notorious agents considered involved in the pathogenesis of melanoma. CDK2NA were identified by investigators tracking subjects afflicted with Familial Atypical Multiple Mole Melanoma Syndrome (FAMMM). Both variants pertain to mitotic division, death, and senescence. It is thought that carriers of these variants are particularly susceptible to solar exposure and may experience adverse reactions to prolonged sun exposure. Other genetic disorders pertaining to nucleotide excision repair (NER) must be factored into any equation that attempts to assess the effect of solar radiation on cutaneous melanoma incidence. NER mutations are characterized by global failure to repair DNA damage resulting from solar radiation exposure. Examples of disorders characterized by NER defects include but are not limited to Xeroderma Pigmentosum (XP), trichothiodystrophy (TTD), and Cockayne Syndrome. It is beyond the scope of this paper to precisely estimate the impact of the aforementioned variants in the induction of cutaneous melanoma (though there is ample research which attempts to answer just that). In fact, a recent analysis of epigenetic interaction estimated the impact of UV-related photo-damage in populations with alleles linked to melanoma incidence, concluding that individuals with abnormal variants with respect to MITF E318K, MC1R R-alleles, and the ASIP risk haplotype were more likely to exhibit multiple primary melanomas (MPMs) than controls (OR = 1.4-2.5). These considerations are broached to add dimensionality to our analysis. While UVR is almost assuredly a powerful exogenous driver of cutaneous melanoma, its role is complicated by genetic and hereditary confounds.

Indeed, UVR's role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma remains unclear in certain contexts. It has been noted that cutaneous melanoma appears in areas not directly exposed to UVR, though UVR is considered an explanatory factor. Scalp melanomas, for instance, have been linked to high levels of cumulative UVR exposure, signal a less optimistic prognosis and appear typically in senescent populations likely to have absorbed higher-than-average cumulative doses of UVR. The direct mechanism implicated in the exogenous pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma in non-sun exposed regions remains illusory. It may be of clinical interest that incidence rates of head and neck melanomas have
increased amongst younger populations in recent years, notably males (18-29). Higher UVR exposure has been proposed as a plausible explanatory factor. Though absolute rates of head and neck melanoma tilt significantly towards male populations x > 50 years, such developments complicate extent theories regarding UVR exposure and the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma.

Additional confusion arises from clinical research suggesting that “sun exposure” in light skinned individuals “prone to tanning” (phototype II -- “unexposed skin is white, Blue, hazel or brown eyes Red, blonde or brown hair, European/Scandinavian, phototype III -- “Unexposed skin is fair, Brown eyes, Dark hair, Southern or Central European”) may actually be protective against the incidence of melanoma. The link between UVR exposure and realized UVR exposure is mediated by absorption ability, specifically relative concentrations of pheomelanin and eumelanin. Pheomelanin and eumelanin are melanin subtypes linked to differential expression of the melanocortin-1 receptor (MC1R). Whereas concentrations of pheomelanin are roughly equivalent in most populations, relative concentrations of eumelanin differ considerably, with higher phototypes expressing more eumelanin than lower phototypes. Subjects with lower concentrations of eumelanin tend to be at higher risk for cutaneous melanoma as well as NMSCs (ibid). It is thought that eumelanin protects against melanoma promoting nutrient photolyases (e.g. folate). In this respect, identical UVR exposure may result in vastly disparate realized doses of UVR and differential degrees of noisome exposure.

Other such examples include the case of atypical nevi, also known as a dysplastic nevus (DN). UVR contribution to cutaneous melanoma can also be explained by its role in the genesis of dysplastic nevi, or Clark nevi. The dysplastic nevus is a term coined by Clark and his colleagues in 1978, initially referred to as B-K syndrome (eponymously inspired by families observed with morphological characteristics associated with dysplastic nevus syndrome). DN is a complex and fraught subject in the field of dermatology. DNs are considered technical precursors to cutaneous melanoma due to their striking similarity to cutaneous melanoma in cytologic and histologic appearance. DNs are highly associated with cutaneous melanoma. It is estimated that the RR conferred by the presence of more than 5 atypical nevi ranges from 6.1-12.4. Yet, DNs have a remarkably low conversion rate to CMs. Current findings suggest that conversion rate of DN in men is 0.03% and 0.009% in women. Conversely, it is estimated that ~20% of melanomas begin as DNs. UVR is pointed to as a distinct factor that is sufficient, but not necessary to the de novo genesis of DNs. The molecular dialogue amongst genetic and environmental constituent factors contributes to the complexity surrounding precise attribution of UVR to the induction of cutaneous melanoma.

Hormones & Cutaneous Melanoma
Cutaneous melanoma risk and hormonal supplementation, especially as it relates to oral contraceptives (OCs) and Hormone Replacement Therapy (HRT), is a contentious subject in modern literature, with a variety of studies reporting contradictory findings. Initial findings presented by Ellerbroek (1968) and Beral (1977) separately reported that history and OC use were associated with increased risk of
cutaneous melanoma. In addition, epidemiologic data has consistently reported increased incidence of cutaneous melanoma in women, but not men, 25-29 years of age. It was suspected that OCs were significant explanatory factors.

A large-scale review of the subject was subsequently undertaken by Hannaford, Mackintosh, et al. (1991) leveraging data derived from the Royal College of General Practitioners and the Oxford Family Planning Association. Amassing over 23,000 subjects, the institutions reported no clinically significant association between RR of cutaneous melanoma and use, history, or duration of oral contraceptive use. The Royal College of Practitioners’ Study did report an increased risk of cutaneous melanoma associated with OCs, however, that finding failed to achieve statistical significance. The report by the RCP criticized previous findings, indicating that sample sizes were insufficient and UV exposure remained poorly controlled, acting as a potential confounder. In the last several decades, research pertaining to the use and impact of OCs on incidence of cutaneous melanoma has been the subject of routine debate. The preponderance of studies indicate that while OCs are typically associated with cutaneous melanoma, that relationship is weak and is mitigated when proper controls are integrated. Adjusting for UVR exposure and phenotypic risk factors depresses reported associations. Cervenka and Saleh et al. reviewed data gathered from a French cohort comprising 79,365 women from 1992-2008, reporting that OC use was not strongly associated with cutaneous melanoma. Results of the cohort study suggest that OC use, strength, and duration increase RR for cutaneous melanoma, but that risk fails to achieve statistical significance once the researchers controlled for UVR. The team concludes that there exists little evidence linking OC use to increased incidence of cutaneous melanoma. Rather, increased associations may be explained by intentional UVR exposure amongst OC users. A subsequent analysis by Cervenka, Al Rahmoun, Mahamat-Saleh et al. replicated prior findings, with the exception that the team reported a “border-line” positively significant relationship between OC use and melanoma, with a linear increase associated with duration of OC use. The team reaffirms that there exists no strong evidence linking hormonal supplementation to cutaneous melanoma. Additional large scale inquiries into the matter have produced concordant findings. A notable, recent exception was documented by Koomen, Joose, et al. reporting that OC use, dosage, and duration of OC use was strongly associated with cutaneous melanoma incidence. Results of this study may be considered limited as a result of insufficient data regarding confounds, particularly UVR exposure amongst reported subjects.

Findings regarding the impact of Hormonal Replacement Therapies (HRTs) on the incidence and induction of cutaneous melanoma report similar findings. HRTs do not appear to be strongly implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma. HRT refers to supplementation, typically of oestrogen and progestin, in target groups following menopause. HRTs were implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma following inquiry into the supposed link between OCs and cutaneous melanoma. Associations appear to be tenuous and significant associations are typically achieved when stratifying populations by age (e.g. 30-40 ya), OC duration (e.g. x > 10 years), and marked sun exposure. Gandini, Iodice, et al. summarize data in a large-scale review encompassing 36
observational studies and 5626 confirmed cases of cutaneous melanoma. The group report that HRTs (in addition to OCs) were not significantly associated with cutaneous melanoma risk. However, age at first birth appeared to be a significant risk factor for cutaneous melanoma. Various reviews have arrived at similar conclusions. One exception lies in a review by Botteri, Stoer, et al. which assesses the impact of cutaneous melanoma risk conferred by HRTs. The authors conclude that there exists a significant, positive relationship between HRT and cutaneous melanoma (RR = 1.44). The authors caution that estrogen and progestin may exhibit disparate, competing effects. The latter may serve as a protective factor in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma. 

While the study estimates the impact of UVA on a Norwegian cohort, their estimates for exposure depend on an estimate for UVA exposure according to spatial location. Thus, confounds for increased exposure among HRT users presents a salient limitation. It should be noted that other explorations into the matter have reported contrary findings, suggesting that the effects born of HRT supplementation do not differ by selected hormone type. In a recent review of epidemiologic data from a large European cohort, Cervenka, Al Rahmoun, Mahamat-Saleh et al. document a nonsignificant increase in OR associated with cutaneous melanoma incidence.

While modern findings point away from a direct, or rather agnostic link between OC use HRT and cutaneous melanoma incidence, the potential role for hormones in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma remains conceivable. For example, animal experiments provide evidence to support the role of estrogen in the proliferation of melanocytes and the production of melanin. It may be of clinical interest, too, that periods of hormonal saturation (e.g. pregnancy) are associated with various topical manifestations of melanocyte activity including but not limited to changes in size and relative frequency of naevi, formation of the linea nigra and appearance of acute melasma in pregnant subjects. Several studies investigating the effect of pregnancy on cutaneous melanoma mortality have concluded that melanoma prognosis does not significantly differ between pregnant and non-pregnant controls. However, the age at first and last birth have been linked to incidence of cutaneous melanoma, as has the number of offspring. A recent meta-analysis conducted by Li, Gu, and Cen (2015) assessing the relationship between cutaneous melanoma and age at birth, documented an increased risk associated with age at first birth (pooled RR = 1.44) and declining risk with respect to number of offspring (X >1). Upon meta-analysis, subjects reporting advanced age at first birth were subject to increased cutaneous melanoma risk, as were those with later ages at first birth. The authors caution that such an association is contestable and has not been universally replicated. Yet, cutaneous melanoma response to hormonal fluctuation is complicated by the finding that estrogen receptor positive patients do not respond to antiestrogens or oophorectomy; in contrast, nearly 67% of estrogen-receptor positive breast cancer patients respond to identical treatments. Such findings invite further research into the precise mechanisms implicated in the interplay between hormonal fluctuation and cutaneous melanoma.

Potential areas for exploration may target the differential effects exerted by different dermal subtypes of estrogen receptors in cutaneous melanoma prognosis. For example, Estrogen-receptor Beta (eRB) concentrations in the tumor
microenvironment were predictive of prognosis. Higher relative εRB concentrations were associated with decreased tumor proliferation and were inversely related to Breslow depth. On the other hand, its sister receptor, Estrogen-receptor Alpha (εRA), was positively associated with proliferative activity. Such findings may be explanatory in mortality specific discrepancies between male and female subjects at nearly all stages of cutaneous melanoma prognosis. More intriguing is marked differences in survival rates between post- and pre-menopausal subjects, the latter being associated with improved prognosis.

Other areas for clinical exploration may involve interactions between circulating hormones and solar radiation. While controlling for UVR exposure reduced associations reported between cutaneous melanoma incidence in subjects taking OCs and HRTs, it could be the case that UVR and estrogen exert interactive effects that magnify relative risk of cutaneous melanoma incidence. It is beyond the scope of this paper to evaluate the veracity of these claims.

**Dietary Factors, Obesity, Smoking & Vitamins**

Dietary risk factors implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma are seldom identified in present literature. Exogenous cases of cutaneous melanoma linked to dietary factors do not appear pronounced at present. The dearth of available evidence may be the result of faulty design, poor controls, or a want of inquiry into the matter.

A notable exception to this finding is reported alcohol consumption. Consumption of ethanol related beverages is associated with significant increases in cutaneous melanoma risk. Relevant associations between alcohol and cutaneous melanoma risk are documented within multiple analyses in the last several decades. William et al. (1977), Holman et al. (1986), Stryker et al. (1990), Millen et al. (2004), and Rivera et al (2016), document significant associations between alcohol consumption and cutaneous melanoma risk. OR risk estimates vary considerably with Holman reporting a OR value of ~2 associated with 4 or more drinks per week, while Millen generate OR estimates of 1.65 associated with 1.4 drinks per week, and Rivera et al report OR associated with alcohol intake of 1.4 for those in the highest quintiles of consumption (x > 20 units of alcohol per day). It should be noted that several studies have also failed to replicate findings demonstrating a link between alcohol consumption and melanoma risk. Thus, there appears to be a probable but not definitive link between alcohol consumption and cutaneous melanoma.

The mechanisms underlying increased cutaneous melanoma risk are typically ascribed to DNA adducts as a result of acetaldehyde formation, ROS species generation, inflammatory factors, and epigenetic interactions with respect to histone methylation and acetylation. A more in-depth analysis of the specific pathways involved in cutaneous melanoma induction resultant from ethanol intake were described by Rivera et al. (2016). Leveraging meta-data from a three-cohort study, the team find evidence of an increased risk of cutaneous melanoma following ethanol consumption, reporting pooled-risk of 1.14 for all groups. The authors remark that the melanomagenic properties attributed to alcohol derive from acetaldehyde induced DNA adducts and potential photosensitization mechanisms.
In accordance with these findings, the authors suggest that greater risk conferred to females, as opposed to males, of cutaneous melanoma risk attributable to alcohol consumption is the result of greater effective concentrations of acetaldehyde reaching melanocytes in female subjects.\textsuperscript{82} Additionally, forms of ethanol containing higher effective doses of acetyl-aldehydes were more strongly associated with melanoma risk (e.g. white wine).\textsuperscript{82} An interesting feature of the team’s study observed that incidence of melanoma in-situ was strongly correlated with alcohol consumption on non-sun exposed sites, as opposed to only modest associations reported in sun-exposed sites.\textsuperscript{82} Acetaldehyde penetration of melanocytes and its secondary genotoxic effects seems a potential candidates for exploration.

Obesity, more generally excess BMI, is cited as a risk factor in a number of carcinomas.\textsuperscript{92} Evidence establishing a connection between cutaneous melanoma and obesity is scant. For instance, one of the few notable studies to explore this question was undertaken by Sergentanis et al. (2013).\textsuperscript{93} The team reports that excess BMI is a significant risk factor for cutaneous melanoma (pooled OR=1.31) in males but not females.\textsuperscript{93} The researchers cautioned that while no significant association was found among females with gratuitous BMI, it still may be a relevant factor for consideration.\textsuperscript{93} It may be of clinical interest that patients with excess BMI, notably males, tend to have a better prognosis once diagnosed with melanoma, and other cancers more generally.\textsuperscript{94} Obesity, especially in males, is linked to higher levels of ambient estrogen.\textsuperscript{95} The obesity paradox (OP) may hark back to an earlier discussion of the role played by estrogen in the suppression of tumorigenesis and proliferation in cutaneous melanoma via $\varepsilon$RB concentrations.

Smoking, almost by definition, is linked to a spate of highly lethal carcinomas.\textsuperscript{96} Evidence linking smoking to cutaneous melanoma is absent, with separate analyses failing to report significant associations.\textsuperscript{97-99} In fact, case control studies identified report insignificant, but inverse, associations between smoking and cutaneous melanoma risk.\textsuperscript{100} There is some discussion that smoking may, surprisingly, act as a protective factor in the induction of cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{96}

While this paper does not focus on protective exogenous factors connected to cutaneous melanoma risk, we note that there exists ample evidence linking waning cutaneous melanoma risk to higher serum levels of carotenoids (e.g. beta-carotene), flavonoids, polyphenols, alpha-tocopherol (Vitamin E), retinol (Vitamin A), resveratrol, pomegranate extract, and regular coffee consumption.\textsuperscript{101-105} The effects born of the aforementioned supplements are numerous and manifold, but include reparation of UVR induced damage, regulation of apoptosis, decreased proliferation, and enhanced differentiation.\textsuperscript{106} Cutaneous melanoma patients reporting higher serum concentrations of Vitamin D, in particular, were reported to have a superior prognosis following diagnosis, especially in metastatic subjects.\textsuperscript{107,108} Those subjects that routinely consumed coffee enjoyed reductions in cutaneous melanoma risk (OR = 0.75).\textsuperscript{109-111} In a large prospective cohort (n = 69,635), Vitamin A (retinol) appeared to exert a significant chemopreventive benefit in subjects reporting current oral supplementation. It should be noted that upon analysis of the relevant literature, the authors note that such findings accord with some but not all current findings.\textsuperscript{112} In a meta-analysis of supplementation findings related to melanoma induction, Russo et al. document chemopreventive benefits
associated with Vitamin E (alpha-tocopherol), Vitamin D (cholecalciferol), Vitamin C (ascorbic acid), and Vitamin K (potassium).\textsuperscript{108}

Dietary factors implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma are limited and typically involve alcohol consumption. Smoking and Obesity were considered as potential risk factors. Obesity remains a plausible candidate for exogenous risk, while smoking does not appear strongly correlated with cutaneous melanoma. It should be mentioned that the above factors, while prominent, confer markedly lower risk for cutaneous melanoma in comparison with traditional risk factors such as UVR.

**Ionizing Radiation (X = 125nm)**

Incidence of cutaneous melanoma as a result of ionizing radiation is another topic bereft of broad exposure in current research. While ionizing radiation is a well-established mutagen, its role in the induction of cutaneous melanoma is dubious. It is known that shorter wavelengths (e.g. $x < 280$; e.g. UVC (200-280nm)) can induce cutaneous melanoma in bombarded subjects.\textsuperscript{113} Cohort analyses of ionizing-radiation related occupations evidence increased risk of cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{113} We examine data concerning the effect of ionizing radiation on melanomagenesis provided by four relevant working papers.

One of the first reports linking to cutaneous melanoma to ionizing radiation was observed by Donald Austin & Reynolds (1994).\textsuperscript{114} The duo, in response to an outsized incidence of melanoma cases (four-fold incidence in comparison with average population) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Alameda County, engaged in a study which sought to determine if chronic exposure to ionizing radiation was sufficient to explain this outcome.\textsuperscript{114} Multivariate analysis revealed significant risk (OR = 3.0) for cutaneous melanoma associated with ionizing radiation.\textsuperscript{114} The authors note that while chance may explain this finding, it is doubtful.\textsuperscript{114}

Their conclusion stems from the following factors: “incidence was disproportionately greater amongst laboratory workers than would be expected in standard population models”; the data accord with previous findings by Pion et al. (1995), Mantanoski & Seltser et al. (1975), Caldwell & Kelly et al. (1983), Hadjimichael & Ostfeld et al. (1983), Wright & Peters (1983); “stratifying by specific occupation” (e.g. chemist) and even “ever/never” radiation exposure significantly increased cutaneous melanoma risk, among other factors.\textsuperscript{114} Intriguingly, the duo add nuance to their discussion, adding that the absence of measurable dose-response findings in tandem with “other identified occupational risk factors” support the hypothesis that high single dose cases of ionizing radiation may be explanatory.\textsuperscript{114}

In response to concerns voiced by Austin & Reynolds, Fink & Bates (2005) would conduct an epidemiological review to assess incidence of melanoma among several groups — “(1) The Canadian Radiation Dose Registry, (2) nuclear industry workers, (3) subjects near nuclear test blasts, (4) survivors of the atomic bombings of Japan, (5) airline pilots and cabin attendants, (6) recipients of medical radiation, and (7) radiological technicians.”\textsuperscript{115} The researchers report that subjects that were more likely to develop leukemia related to radiation exposure appeared to be similarly at risk for melanoma.\textsuperscript{115} The authors caution that there could exist unexplored confounds, such as UVR exposure. In its absence, however, a causal relationship is possible, thereby
adding credence to the hypothesis propounded by Austin & Reynolds.\textsuperscript{114}

Later reviews evidence the role of ionizing radiation in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma. Friedman, Sigurdson, et al. (2003) document increased risk of melanomagenesis among radiation technicians/radiation related workers exposed to low, chronic levels of ionizing radiation, especially those practicing before 1950 and those who opted against protective materials.\textsuperscript{106} The report surveyed 68,588 radiologic technicians, all caucasian and ~70% female. The authors note that other studies evaluating the relationship tend to rely on fatality rates. Such studies, they caution, may lead to underreporting associations among certain low-fatality diseases (e.g. melanoma).\textsuperscript{116}

Conversely, in a more recent review, Azizova, Bannikova, and Grigoryeva (2018) survey 22,377 individuals, finding that cutaneous melanoma risk is not modified by exposure to ionizing radiation.\textsuperscript{117} The cohort is comprised of Russian nuclear production facility personnel and Mayak Production Association personnel from 1948–1982. The cohort was tracked until the end of 2013. The authors observe that the incidence of Non-melanoma Skin Cancer (NMSC) is significantly associated with cumulative gamma ray exposure greater than 2.0 Sv (2000 mSv). No such association was found with cutaneous melanoma.\textsuperscript{117} The mechanisms by which ionizing radiation exerts differential effects with respect to NMSC and cutaneous melanoma presents an avenue for future exploration.

Few papers focus on the link between ionizing radiation and melanoma. Most are epidemiologic. None — that can be found — can prove causality, nor do they explore the molecular pathways proposed as explanatory. It is possible that ionizing radiation is associated with melanoma, however, the precise cascade initiated by ionizing radiation in the induction of cutaneous melanoma remains unresolved.

**Chemicals & Pollution**

The link between exposure to various chemicals and pollutants and the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma is well-documented in modern literature. The trove of synthetic contributors to cutaneous melanoma induction include, but are not limited to: polycyclic achromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), polyvinyl chlorides (PVCs), Levodopa (L-dopa), heavy-metals (e.g. nickel, lead), asbestos, localized trauma (e.g. scar-tissue), Volatile Organic Compounds (VOCs, e.g. benzene), insecticides (e.g. carbaryl, parathion, & toxaphene), and fungicides (e.g. maneb).

Evidence establishing the connection between the above exposure-types and cutaneous melanoma derives from animal models, occupational cohort studies, and meta-analyses.\textsuperscript{78}

Theories which attempt to explain chemical/pollutant induced cutaneous melanoma are varied. Primary explanations include the melanin-affiliated hypothesis of mutagenesis. Larsson (1993) reports that it is known that melanin exhibits strong binding affinities for percutaneously leached substances, especially organic amines and metal ions.\textsuperscript{118} As a result, local concentrations of various chemicals/pollutants aggregate in melanocytes leading to eventual histologic abnormalities after cumulative exposure.\textsuperscript{118} More specific explanations are reported by Rockley et al. (1994) who suggest that chemical induction of cutaneous melanoma can be attributed to: (1) the binding of chemical/pollutants to keranocytic DNA and additional macromolecules; (2) promotion of
“cytochrome P-450 activities;” (3) activation of protein kinase –C, which the authors note lead to “deregulation of cellular growth and differentiation”. Alternative routes of chemical/pollution related cutaneous melanoma induction are thought to arise from systemic reductions in cellular immunity. We will review several associations most prominent in the literature.

PAHs present a powerful driver of chemical-related cutaneous melanoma induction. PAHs are pyrolytic by-products typically found in tar, oil-products, soot, anthracene, pitch, and creosote. Specific PAH derivatives tied to cutaneous melanoma induction include 7,12-dimethylbenz-(a)-anthracene (DMBA), 5,9,10-trimethyl-l, 2-benzanthracene, and coal tar derivatives. Rockley et al. relay findings reported by Edgecomb & Mitchelich (1963) and Della & Report (1956) documenting nevus proliferation and cutaneous melanoma linked to application of DMBA in animal models. Occupational exposures to PAHs are associated with a significantly increased risk of cutaneous melanoma. In a large-scale meta-analysis of cutaneous melanoma incidence among oil-refinery workers, Mehlman (2006) reports significant risks attributed to oil-refinery occupation (OR = 1.1- 6.7). PAHs are prominent pollutants present in petrochemical refineries. When stratified by occupation (i.e. exposure to PAHs, PCBs, benzene, asbestos & heavy oils) OR risk values rise. The author notes that there exist disparate findings between industry sponsored studies and independent reviews, with the former reporting negative results. It is probable that negative findings are the result of industry bias. Occupational analysis of cutaneous melanoma incidence amongst fireman report increased cutaneous melanoma risk (OR = 1.21). The authors write that increased cutaneous melanoma risk may be resultant from excess PAHs, arsenic, among other carcinogenic substances that penetrate personal protective equipment (PPE).

While it is difficult to prove — without confound — the effects ascribed to PAHs in occupational cohorts, their role in the pathogenesis of cutaneous melanoma appears likely.

PCBs have been similarly implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma. PCBs are found in coolants, manufacture of capacitors, pollutants in certain water supply systems, fire retardants, hydraulic fluids, cutting oils and as plasticizers in paints, cements, stabilizing additives in PVCs, among others. PCBs are a unique risk factor for cutaneous melanoma. For instance, plasma concentrations of PCB are associated — in dose dependent fashion — with cutaneous melanoma risk. Subjects found with the highest serum concentrations of PCB were found to have significantly increased risk compared with controls (OR = 6.02 (dioxin PCB ) – 7.02 (non-dioxin PCB)). Bahn et al. reports increased cutaneous melanoma incidence among petrochemical workers exposed to greater concentrations of PCB. Brown & Jones (1981) failed to find an increased risk of cutaneous melanoma mortality associated with low-levels of PCB exposure. In a systematic review and meta-analysis conducted by Zani, Ceretti, et al. (2017) PCB exposure was associated with higher standardized mortality incidence ratios (pooled SMR = 1.32). However, the authors conclude that there is not strong evidence to suggest that PCBs are implicated in the induction of cutaneous melanoma, although it is a risk factor. Taken together, the assortment of both negative and positive findings suggests that PCB related cutaneous melanoma induction is dependent on realized dose.
Studies examining the role of fungicides and insecticides in cutaneous melanoma induction find likely associations. The fungicide, Maneb (polymeric dithiocarbamate), was implicated as a risk factor for cutaneous melanoma induction by Dennis & Lynch et al. (2010) in a review of pesticide applicators in the Agricultural Health Study. Exposure to Maneb was found to increase cutaneous melanoma risk in a dose dependent manner ((63 > X à OR = 1.6); (X > 63 OR = 2.4)). Insecticides documented to be linked to cutaneous melanoma risk include Toxaphene (insecticide organochlorine) (RR = 0.7-2.9), Parathion (insecticide organothiophosphate) (OR = 1.6-2.4), and Carbaryl (insecticide carbamate) (OR = 1.3-1.7). Other chemicals and pollutants that have been reportedly associated with cutaneous melanoma increase include asbestos, PVCs, Arsenic, L-Dopa, hydrocarbon solvents (e.g. formaldehyde) among others. Each factor is uniquely associated with cutaneous melanoma and is potentially causally linked to its induction. Rockley et al. (1994) document the gamut of associations attributed to the aforementioned factors in an extensive meta-review. Their work is compendious and should be revisited for further reference.

In summary, a variety of exogenous chemicals and pollutants are probable agents in the exogenous induction of cutaneous melanoma. While this review specifically addressed PAHs, PCBs, Maneb, Toxaphene, Carbaryl, and Parathion there exist a panoply of other candidates for consideration that may, too, play a role in melanomagenesis.

CONCLUSION

This review has sought to identify and examine the various exogenous factors linked to cutaneous melanoma induction. The identification of potentially exogenous sources of cutaneous melanoma induction is crucial to the prevention of future cutaneous melanoma cases. While UVR is a permanent fixture of exogenous research into the induction of melanoma, this review endeavors to present additional candidates for consideration, explore their implications, and challenge prevailing attitudes regarding the attribution of cutaneous melanoma incidence to a particular exogenous source. What manifests is a broad and sweeping array of incident factors spanning UVA/UVB, Hormonal Supplementation, Dietary and Lifestyle related factors, Ionizing Radiation, Chemicals and Pollutants.
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